
Austria: Police and Army to Stage War Games
at Border to Deter Horde of 80,000 Migrants
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Police in the Balkans warned against an upswing in migrants, with an estimated 80,000
asylum seekers currently making their way through the region towards Western Europe.
Austria’s right wing government will stage border defense war games. Interior Minister
Herbert Kickl said the drill will show that his country is serious about stopping
illegal immigration and that there will be no “waving people through and registering
them” as their predecessors did, which encouraged and increased mass immigration.
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The Mexican Mafia, called the “Gang of Gangs” by the FBI, that rules from prison and
controls street gangs, like those in Pomona. It also controls drug trafficking inside
Los Angeles County prisons. These Mexican Mafia has become an established entity that
now functions effectively as an illegal government. 

Former NBA Player, Dennis Rodman, Says Obama
Brushed Off N. Korea Peace Deal
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Former NBA player, Dennis Rodman, became friends with Kim Jong Un five years ago while
visiting North Korea. Rodman has been discussing peace with him ever since then and
attempted to interest Obama in following that unofficial path, but was repeatedly
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brushed off.  Rodman says he received death threats and had to hide out because he tried
to broker peace between the two countries.

Trump Press Conference Reveals Intentions
for Peace after Summit with Kim
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President Trump gave a press conference to announce a signed agreement with Kim Jong Un
that requires the complete denuclearization of North Korea, with sanctions remaining in
place until Kim meets his commitment. Trump said also that U.S. war games will end and
that his ultimate goal is to bring the 32,000 troops stationed in the area back home.
[The agreement that was revealed to the public is a statement of intent. Details now
must be worked out. We may be sure that those details will involve US funding.]
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